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ABSTRACT The humanitarian discourse defines children and child soldiers along with women as the 

main victims of conflicts. They view child soldiers as helpless and deprived of their rights, but this 

view does not always add up with reality. The anthropological discourse describes child soldiers as a 

tactic actor who is capable of making logical choices in order to survive. The reality is more complex 

than the humanitarian discourse portrays. The purpose of this thesis is to examine how child soldiers 

are portrayed by the humanitarian discourse and how that in turn reproduces a certain picture of child 

soldiers? How does that portrayal fit into the anthropological discussion of child soldiers? I want to 

investigate how anthropological research can contribute with an understanding of how the portrayal of 

child soldiers affect the comprehension of child soldiering. To do this, several analytical tools will be 

developed based on Anthony Giddens theory of structure and agent and on a discourse analysis 

method. To answer the research questions, an analysis will be conducted on three humanitarian 

organisations and three anthropological studies. The organisations and the anthropological studies 

were chosen based on their involvement and relevance in the discussion and work with child soldiers. 

The result shows that the main difference between the humanitarian and the anthropological discourses 

is that the humanitarian discourse portrays child soldiers in a more constricted way. The 

anthropological discourse explains how child soldiers act according to their own agency and they act 

based on their existing structure. 
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Introduction 

Children continue to be the main victims of conflicts. Their suffering takes many forms. 

Children are killed, made orphans, maimed, abducted, deprived of education and health 

care, and left with deep emotional scars and trauma. Forced to flee from their homes, 

refugees and internally displaced children are especially vulnerable to violence, 

recruitment, sexual exploitation, disease, malnutrition and death (Amnesty.org 2004 

a:1). 

 

Children and youth should not all be cast as passive victims of these assaults /…/. 

Young people respond to the exigencies of war with resourcefulness and -  for better 

and for worse – a substantial degree of adaptability /…/. They exercise their wits to 

survive, bargain with their commanders and captors, and find sustenance and even 

momentary solace amid the chaos and violence that engulf them. They take risks and 

make compromises, in their attempts to save themselves and, on rare occasions, to 

defend others /…/ (Honwana 2006:162). 

Above, I have presented two different quotations that discuss the phenomenon of child 

soldiers. The first quote comes from a report on child soldiering published by Amnesty 

International. In this quote, the child soldier is only presented in the category as an innocent 

victim. The second quote is taken from an anthropological research conducted and written by 

Alcinda Honwana. In the quote from the anthropological research, child soldiers are described 

more broadly than in the first quote. It describes the child as someone who can makes logic 

choices and someone who is capable to act in order to survive. These quotations mirror child 

soldiers in different ways and are the starting point of this thesis. 

     The humanitarian discourse tends to define and portray child soldiers merely as victims. 

The view of helpless child soldiers which have been deprived of their rights does not always 

ad up with reality. The aim of this thesis is to investigate how the humanitarian discourse 

portrays child soldiers, and how the anthropological discourse explains the phenomenon. 

Thereafter there will be a comparison of how the two discourses relate and differentiate from 

each other. 

      The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how child soldiers are portrayed by the 

humanitarian discourse and how that in turn reproduces a certain picture of child soldiers and 

their surroundings. How can an anthropological research contribute with an understanding of 

how the portrayal of child soldiers affect the comprehension child soldiering? I will focus on 

three different humanitarian organisations, the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), 

the International Committee of the Red Cross and Amnesty International.  

     Anthropological researchers argue that the view that humanitarian organisations have of 

child soldiers is very restricted, and does not always include the whole reality. They are 
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usually portrayed as dependent, powerless and exploited (Rosen 2007:297; Moynagh 

2011:41; Shepler 2014; Utas 2003), and there is little focus to the child as a tactic and logic 

actor (Honwana 2006:162). My hypothesis is that, the humanitarian discourse portrays child 

soldiers as only victims and they mainly focus on the same type of situation for every child 

soldier and ignore the variety of stories. The children are also considered dangerous because 

they are viewed as easily influenced and manipulated. The anthropological discourse will 

show a broader picture of the child soldier. The two research questions that will guide this 

study is formulated as follows: How do humanitarian organisations portray child soldiers 

and are they portrayed in one or several ways? How does the humanitarian portrayal of child 

soldiers fit into the anthropological explanations of the phenomenon of child soldiers?  

       

Background   

According to the global humanitarian discourse and international law a child soldier is 

everybody under the age of eighteen who is used for military purposes (Child-soldiers 2017). 

The international humanitarian field has established this law in order to try and stop 

recruitment of children in war. Accordingly, recruitment of children under the age of sixteen 

is considered a war crime (Child-soldiers 2017). The international laws regarding child 

soldiers are created based on the notion of a universal definition of childhood were all people 

under the age of eighteen are considered children. The idea of a universal definition of 

childhood is shaped and developed by the humanitarian and human rights discourse as well as 

the Western notion of childhood (Rosen 2007:297).1 Some might think that child soldiers are 

a modern problem based on modern warfare. However, it is not a new phenomenon or crisis, 

children have been involved in in war since longer than the middle ages (Honwana 2006:47). 

Humanitarian narratives have responded to the issue of child soldiers by ignoring the different 

contexts and instead trying to reach a universal legal solution (Rosen 2007:300). The law that 

all soldiers under eighteen are considered a child soldier, becomes problematic by the fact that 

the idea of childhood differs across the world (Rosen 2009:96). 

   David Rosen (2007) has mainly focused on the formation of the international laws regarding 

child soldiers. He criticises the international law, where all people under the age of eighteen 

are considered children. Other scholars, have paid attention to the debate and discussion 

concerning the picture of the African child soldier. Both Maureen Moynagh (2011) and 

                                                           
1 For a deeper understanding of the contemporary portray of child soldiers in films see Rosen & Rosen (2012).  
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Allison Mackey (2013) have studied the “figure” of the African child soldier. Moynagh has 

focused on the debate in the human rights literature and Mackey has studied the how the 

figure of the African child soldiers is represented by studying a collection of autobiographical 

and fictional narratives.  

     My research will differentiate from previous research because I will make a comparison of 

the portrayal of child soldiers between the humanitarian and anthropological discourses. I will 

analyse three humanitarian organisations with analytical tools developed for the purpose of 

this thesis. The three organisations and the three anthropological studies have not been 

analysed or compared in the same study before. They have also not been compared and 

studied with the exact same analytical tools as used in this study. The thesis will also highlight 

some of the issues regarding the humanitarian portrayal of child soldiers. An anthropological 

perspective will be able to provide an understanding of children’s different experiences in war 

and the need to study child soldiers in their existing context.        

     To be clear, the intention of this thesis is not to defend child soldiering in any way. Young 

people and children suffer by consequences of war. I do not want to supress the voices of 

children affected by war, or diminish their experiences and feelings. Quite the contrary, I want 

to emphasise the variety of children’s experiences when it comes to child soldiering and 

highlight the importance of understanding children’s experiences, rather than only focusing 

on the universal solution and comprehension of child soldiers. This thesis aims to investigate 

how humanitarian organisations portrays child soldiers. By that, this thesis will highlight the 

fact that children experience war and pain differently. 

     I have now introduced the subject of this paper, presented the current anthropological 

research field and explained the perspective of this study and discussed the aim of the paper. 

Next, I will present the theoretical framework used as analytical tools and then the key 

concepts will be defined and discussed. Subsequently, I will discuss the method employed for 

this study as well as its strengths and limitations. The study is divided into three main parts, 

the first part will include an understanding of the definition of child soldiers and then an 

analysis of the humanitarian portrayal of the child soldiers. The second part will contain an 

analysis of the discussion of the child soldier within the anthropological discourse. In the last 

part I will provide a discussion and compare the two discourses. Lastly, there will be a 

conclusion of the thesis. 
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Theory  

This section will present the theoretical framework. I will describe how the theory of structure 

and agent will be adopted as the theoretical framework and base for the analytical tools. 

Furthermore, key concepts will be explained and defined.   

     The theory of structure and agent is discussed by several scholars and can be used rather 

broadly. In this thesis, I have decided to use the discussion of structure and agent presented by 

Anthony Giddens. Giddens is often referred to in the discussion regarding structure and 

agency. The theory is suitable for this study because it will be able to map out the structure 

which the humanitarian organisations produce and reproduce for child soldiers, and how the 

agent, in this case the child soldier, is able to act within that structure. Since I will make a 

comparison between the humanitarian and anthropological discourses I will be able to present 

the differences and or similarities between the two discourses in how they portray child 

soldiers.  

      I will not study the actual structure that exists around the child soldiers. I will on the other 

hand, study how the structure is described in the humanitarian literature and then compare it 

to how it described in the anthropological literature. There is a difference between the 

structure during the actual war and the structure during the reintegration processes post-war. 

During post-war humanitarian organisations are present and will affect the structure 

concerning child soldiers. However, they have little to do with the structure during the actual 

war. Basically, I will not be studying a structure of a society, but how the humanitarian 

portrayal might equally create and reproduce a certain structure for the child soldiers.  

     Structure according to the structural-functionalism view is, “structure is understood as 

referring to a ‘pattern’ of social relationships; function, to how to such patterns actually 

operate as systems” (Giddens 1979:60). I will search for visible patterns that can work as a 

mirror of the social structure (Giddens 1979:64f). The citation above describe structure as a 

pattern of social relationships, which is something that will be included as an analytical tool. I 

will analyse the texts and search for visible patterns of social relationships. “To study the 

structuration of a social system is to study the ways in that system, via the application of 

generative rules and resources, and in the context of unintended outcomes, is produced and 

reproduced in interaction” (Giddens 1979:66). I interpret this as studying how the structure 

that exists for child soldiers is produced and reproduced through the texts, reports, and 

documents that I will study. Using the concept structuration involves the use of agency 

because there is a duality of structure and agency as well as a dependency between structure 
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and agency. A structure will both enable and constrain its agents. Structure is not to be 

understood as a certain hindering toward actions, but rather as something involved in the 

production of them (Giddens 1979:69f). The structure that the humanitarian discourse creates 

is involved in the production in the actions and acting space for child soldiers during the 

reintegration processes and post-war. This will be another of the analytical tools, how can the 

descriptions of the child soldier produce a structure which in turn will be involved in 

producing certain actions.  

     Structure, can be viewed as patterns of social phenomenon’s or social relations (Giddens 

1984:16). In this thesis, I will look for patterns of social relations. The concept is closely 

linked to the dualism of subject and social object, which means that structure in this case will 

appear as something external to human action, and a cause restraint on the free initiative of 

the independently established subject (Giddens 1984:16). Giddens´s theory of structure and 

agent is a broad theory therefore I will only use parts of it. It is mainly a pillar to be able to 

develop the analytical tools. Thereby I will not be discussing systems or social systems in this 

thesis and merely discuss the terms of structure and agent. 

     The term victim in this thesis will be referred to as a social position created by the external 

world. I will discuss the term victim in relation to the humanitarian view of victim and will 

only refer to victim in the humanitarian context.  

     The concept, child soldier, in this study will be defined based on the definition by 

international law. So, when I use the term child soldier I refer to the definition used by 

humanitarian discourse and international law. The Optional Protocol to the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child on the involvement of children in war (OPAC), is the definition that will 

be referred to. “the treaty that prohibits the conscription of children under the age of 18 and 

their participation in hostilities. It also prohibits the voluntary recruitment of children by non-

state armed groups, although it allows state armed forces to recruit from age 16, as long as the 

children are not sent to war” (Child-soldiers 2017 a). According to the Cape Town principals 

the definition child soldier is not limited to those who carry a gun, it also includes cooks and 

messengers (UNICEF 1997:12). The choice to use of the definition of child soldier as any 

person under the age of eighteen does not mean that I consider it to represent the idea of who, 

and what makes a child. I have chosen to use it because this study aim to examine how 

humanitarian organisations portrays child soldiers. Accordingly, I need to use the same 

definition as my field.  

     By humanitarian organisations, I refer to organisations that are involved in humanitarian 

aid work. This study will particularly focus on humanitarian organisations such as, Amnesty, 
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the Red Cross and UNICEF. By humanitarian discourse I refer to the discussion and the 

literature derived from humanitarian organisations and spokespeople. I will also use the 

concept reintegration in this thesis. Reintegration can both be a process that certain 

institutions are in charge of and it can also include the process when ex-soldiers return back to 

their communities and are reintegrated more “naturally”. When I use the concept reintegration 

I will refer to both of these processes. I will mainly discuss reintegration in in terms of post-

war times and that includes reintegration processes in general.  

     Next section will describe the method and the empirical material. It will also include a 

further discussion on the analytical tools and how they will be used.  

 

The Method and the Empirical Material   

The field for this study consists of documents, reports and webpages from three chosen 

humanitarian organisations, UNICEF, International Committee of the Red Cross and Amnesty 

International and three published ethnographies and two articles from two different 

anthologies. Discourse analysis will be employed as the methodological approach. By using 

discourse analysis, I will be able to make more systematic analysis than if I were to use a 

thematic analysis. 

     Discourse analysis can entail several approaches and can be employed in a large variety of 

social domains as well as in different types of studies. The term discourse is often discussed 

quit broadly, a common definition of it is, and the definition that this study will use, 

“language is structured according to different patterns that people’s utterances follow when 

they take part in different domains of social life” (Winther & Phillips 2002). A discourse 

analysis is an analysis of these patterns. In a discourse analysis, the method and theory are 

interconnected with each other (Winther & Phillips 2002:4). The discourse analysis and the 

theoretical framework are interconnected with each other and is the base for the analytical 

tools.  

     In a critical discourse approach, which I will employ, the discourse itself is the object of 

analysis (Winther & Phillips 2002:61). The approach for this thesis will entail a text analysis. 

The ideal method would be to combine a text analysis with an ethnographic method were 

interviews or participant observation are included. Although it would have been beneficial to 

use a combination of the methods, a text analysis will be enough in this thesis because the aim 

is to answer how the humanitarian discourse portrays child soldiers and compare it with the 
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anthropological research.  It will concentrate on the structures within the humanitarian and 

anthropological literature and discourse. Accordingly, a text analysis will be sufficient to 

answer the research question.  

     The analytical tools that have been chosen for the text analysis are based on the theoretical 

framework and the discourse analysis method. They are developed in order to gather material 

to analyse the structure that is described in the texts. The goal is to be able to study the texts 

and analyse visible social relations and social patterns in the humanitarian and 

anthropological literature. The analytical tools that will guide the investigation and analysis 

are wording, explanations, descriptions, ethos and pictures. The first tool is wording, which 

words are used to describe child soldiers and their social environment and words to describe 

other soldiers. The second tool is explanations and descriptions of the relationships between 

child soldiers and adult soldiers, and explanations of the organisations position in relation to 

child soldiers. The third tool is ethos, which implies how identities are created through 

language. Ethos will go hand in hand with the first tool were words to explain child soldiers 

can create identities. The last tool is pictures, what types of pictures are displayed of child 

soldiers. These tools are selected and based on Fairlclough’s (1992) tools for a linguistic 

discourse analysis (Winther & Phillips 2002:82f). The analytical tools will analyse words, 

descriptions, pictures and ethos which will show patterns of the structure.  

      The field for this study consists of documents, reports and webpages from three chosen 

humanitarian organisations, UNICEF, International Committee of the Red Cross and Amnesty 

International, as well as three published books based on anthropological research and two 

articles. The study will not be limited to one or two specific cases, it will include reports of 

child soldiers from the entire world. The reason for that, is because the humanitarian 

discourse address the phenomenon of child soldiers the same way despite of geographic 

location. The method to analyse the texts from the two different fields has been slightly 

different. During the analysis of the humanitarian texts I counted words and I gathered similar 

quotes from the different organisations. The anthropological texts are analysed based on the 

same analytical tools as the humanitarian texts. However, I did not count words or collect 

similar quotes from the anthropological texts. Since the purpose of this research was to 

investigate in how the humanitarian discourse portrays child soldiers and then compare it to 

how the anthropological research explains, there was no need to gather word and quotes from 

the anthropological texts.  

     The empirical material has been chosen to try and include a variety on how child soldiers 

are portrayed. Most of the rapports and documents from the humanitarian organisations have 
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different angles and approaches. So, rapports of a variety geographic locations are included as 

well as documents discussing the topic of child soldiering in general and as well as the 

organisations own work with the children. The three organisations have been chosen based on 

their involvement with the issue of child soldiers and children’s rights and they are also often 

referred to in the discussion regarding child soldiers. They are all large organisations with 

high influence both political but also for the common person. Many people read and listen to 

what they say. UNICEF is usually present during the reintegration processes during post-war 

and are therefore likely to affect the structure for child soldiers. The first humanitarian 

organisation is the United Nations Children’s Fund or also known as UNICEF and they are a 

United Nations organ. Their mission is to work to protect the rights of every child (UNICEF 

2017). Their expressed goal is to create a protective situation for children and to be present 

during emergencies and their aim is that no child should be exposed to violence, abuse or 

exploitation. UNICEF are active in more than 190 countries and territories (UNICEF 2017 a). 

The second organisation is Amnesty International. They are a global movement and their 

ambition is, “we are campaigning for a world where human rights are enjoyed by all” 

(Amnesty 2017). They describe their work as investigating and exposing the facts whenever 

abuses happen, they watch governments and make sure that the governments follow their 

promises as well as the international law (Amnesty 2017). Their stated goal is to uphold the 

whole spectrum of human rights. “We speak out for anyone and everyone whose freedom and 

dignity are under threats” (Amnesty 2017). The last organisation is the International 

Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). The work of the ICRC is based on the Geneva 

Conventions of 1949. They express themselves to be an independent and a neutral 

organisation, their aim is to ensure humanitarian protection and aid for victims of armed 

conflict along with other violent situations. They respond to emergencies and at the same time 

promotes respect and use of international humanitarian law (ICRC 2017).   

     The anthropological research that has been applied as empirical material were chosen 

based on its relevance on the topic of child soldiers. I have tried to choose researcher to have a 

variety of perspectives and experiences. I have chosen studies from two women and one man 

and they all have different academic backgrounds and have worked at different universities.  

The first researcher is Alcinda Honwana, her work has given attention to social reintegration 

and reconciliation of youth and children who have been affected by war. Her research has 

paid special focus has been on child soldiers. I have used her study, Child Soldiers in Africa 

(2006) as one of the anthropological studies. It is based on her fieldwork in Mozambique and 

Angola. She has published other research on the topic of children in war. Her research has 
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been important in the discussion of child soldiers and it will provide insightful information for 

this thesis. The second anthropological research is Childhood Deployed: Remaking Child 

Soldiers in Sierra Leone (2014) by Susan Shepler. Shepler has conducted research on youth in 

conflict and post-conflict reconstruction along with reintegration of child soldiers (American 

University 2017), which makes her research relevant and interesting for this study. Her 

research will also be beneficial for this study because, even though the main focus of her 

research is on reintegration she discusses the phenomenon of child soldiers throughout the 

text which is the focus of this study. The third researcher is Mats Utas, he has studied youth 

and children involved with conflict in both Sierra Leone and Libera and has written several 

articles and has been published in several anthologies. In the research Utas studies both youth 

and children involved in conflict which makes the research relevant for this thesis. For this 

study, I chose to use his dissertation, Sweet Battlefields and two articles from two different 

anthologies. Since Utas has studied and published so much work about youth and children in 

war his research will contribute and be interesting for this study. 

     During participant observation and interviews, which is the most commonly used method 

in anthropology, the researcher becomes a methodological tool and therefore it is important to 

be transparent and discuss reflexivity. However, it is also important to discuss and mention 

reflexivity in a literature study. Because I as a researcher automatically becomes a filter 

between the written material and the reader. I will strive to be as transparent and clear about 

my material and arguments as possible. Yet, all research is conducted by a researcher and it is 

unavoidable for it to be completely objective. Although all research should strive to objective 

and transparent.  

 

Child Soldiers Within the Humanitarian Discourse 

This section will include an analysis of the empirical material. I will examine how the 

humanitarian discourse portrays child soldiers. Subsequently, I will study how the 

anthropological research explains the phenomenon of child soldiers and thereafter make a 

comparison between the humanitarian and anthropological discourse. Although first I will 

present a discussion of the western idea of childhood. 
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The Innocent Child 

To start the investigation of how the humanitarian discourse portrays child soldier we need to 

understand their view of childhood since they base their definition of child soldiers on their 

understanding of childhood. Several researchers, have found that the international law and the 

humanitarian discourse base their definition of child soldier on a “universal” notion of 

childhood. The notion of a “universal” childhood is mostly shaped by the western idea of 

childhood (Rosen 2007:297).  

     It has been recognized by many scholars that the figure of childhood is a historical, cultural 

and political construct. History shows us how the picture and meaning of childhood changes, 

both in time and space (Valentine 1996:581; Malkki 2015:81). The figure of the innocent 

child has grown in the west since the late eighteen century along with a distinct separation 

between childhood and adulthood. These aspects have importance and relevance in the 

discussion of humanitarianism since the innocence of children is a way of making 

humanitarian recipients (Malkki 2015:82). Children are seen as vulnerable for other 

“dangerous” people, both adults and children. This protectionist approach reinforces the view 

of children as dependent and incompetent (Valantine 1996:585f).  

     The humanitarian work with children is directed and based on children’s rights and the 

United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Children are according to CRC 

entitled to special care and assistance, family, necessary protection, atmosphere of happiness, 

understanding, love, they should be brought up in the spirit of peace, tolerance, freedom, 

equality, solidarity and dignity (UNICEF 1989:1f).  

     The table below includes the most frequently used words and phrases by the humanitarian 

organisations to explain and discuss child soldiers. The discourse analysis included a 

systematic gathering of the empirical material and systematically collecting words and 

phrases. I chose to gather the most common words and phrases to be able to analyse the words 

and how that in turn can be involved in the production of identities for child soldiers. words 

were one analytical tool and ethos was another. Ethos implies how identities are created 

through language and required a systematically gathering of words. 
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Table 1.  

Word/phrase  Amnesty (number of 
times used) 

UNICEF (Number of 
times used) 

Red Cross (Number of 
times used) 

Used. (Children are 
being used in conflict).  

7 5 - 

Abused 4 - 1 

Abducted, kidnapped 24 8 1 

Forced to join, forced 
recruitment  

19 6 2 

Violations against 
children  
 

5 8 - 

Sexual violations, 
rape, sexual slavery  

29 9 3 

Joined voluntarily   
 

3 - - 

Used as suicide 
bombers 

- 3 - 

Used for other roles 
than participating in 
the hostilities  

7 5 2 

Victims  3 5 1 

“as young as” 4 7  

Mention of drug use 7 2 1 

Suffering  4 - 2 

In need of protection  - - 11 

Forced to commit 
crimes 

4 - - 

(Source: UNICEF 2016a; UNICEF 2016; UNICEF 2017b; UNICEF 2015; Amnesty 2017a; Amnesty 2000; 

Amnesty 2004b; Amnesty 2004; Amnesty 2004a; ICRC 2007; ICRC 2013; ICRC 1990; ICRC 1998; ICRC 

2007a).  

 

UNICEF 

I have analysed five different texts from UNICEF, the first two texts were reports on child 

soldiering from South Sudan and the other three texts were reports of child soldiering in 

general.  

     UNICEF, describes the relationship between child soldiers and the organisation as if the 

children are dependent on them and it is UNICEF’s purpose to help the them. Two statements 

from the UNICEF executive director will give example of this. “As long as children are still 
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affected by the fighting by the fighting, we cannot give up the fight for the children” 

(UNICEF 2017b). “As long as these grave violations continue, the international community 

has not honoured its promise to end, once and for all, the recruitment and use of children in 

armed conflict” (UNICEF 2016a:1).  

     The table above displays that UNICEF often describe how child soldiers were kidnapped, 

abducted and forcibly recruited. They explained child soldiering as violations against children 

and thereby children’s rights (UNICEF 2016a:2). Child soldiers are described as victims and 

the main victims of conflicts. The words and phrases used to describe child soldiers produces 

a certain picture of them, and in extension, creates a certain category and thereby produce and 

reproduces a way to position their work with child soldiers. “…verify and report on grave 

violations against children in order to promote accountability by perpetrators and to prevent 

future violations” (UNICEF 2016a:7. The organisation often referred to children as being 

vulnerable and in need of protection (UNICEF 2015). “Children in South Sudan need safety, 

protection and opportunities” (UNICEF 2016). UNICEF and the other organisations, as will 

be demonstrated below, all emphasise how the children’s rights are violated or taken away 

(UNICEF 2016a:2). 

     However, UNICEF also acknowledge that children sometimes voluntarily join armed 

forces and groups. At the same time, UNICEF’s explanation for their voluntarily recruitment 

is because of circumstances such as, poverty, political or social exclusion, or to seek revenge. 

An interview with a fifteen-year-old girl exemplifies another reason for joining besides forced 

recruitment. She explains how she joined because she wanted to fight for her brother, who she 

thought was to be beheaded and therefore she wanted to join (UNICEF 2016a:7). UNICEF 

wants to demonstrate how the girl in the interview joined the fighting to seek revenge for her 

brother. Although I would say that it also exemplifies the girl could make a tactic choice.  

     UNICEF stresses the importance for community based reintegration programmes 

(UNICEF 2016a:3f). Again, they produce a dependency between the child and the 

organisation, since most of the times UNICEF is involved in the reintegration programmes. 

They create a dependency as well as recipients of the humanitarian work. UNICEF’s own role 

during post-war is working with promotion for the release of child soldiers, supporting 

reintegration programmes, reconciliation, strengthening peacebuilding and transitional justice 

(UNICEF 2016a:3f) “UNICEF is helping to secure the release of child soldiers from armed 

forces and armed groups and reintegrate them into their societies, while working with other 

vulnerable children in their communities. UNICEF is also working with partners to build the 

resilience of families and communities, and to strengthen the ability of children and young 
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people to resist the influence and recruitment efforts of armed forces and armed groups” 

(UNICEF 2016 a:6).  

     Pictures sometimes occurred in the reports from UNICEF and in one report there was a 

picture of a young man or boy in his late teens. He sits on a carpet on the floor and he rests his 

back on a wall. On the wall, there is a drawing of gun and the gun is pointed towards his head. 

His hand on his head and his body language is indicating a feeling of hopelessness. The text 

under the picture says, “a boy received shelter, care and training at a Unicef-supported centre 

for former child soldiers in N’Djamena, capital of Chad” (UNICEF 2016a:2).  

     UNICEF describe how the former child combatants needs to be separated from the adult 

combatant (UNICEF 2016a:3). They also categorise the child recruiters as perpetrators, 

“Those who recruit are perpetrators” (UNICEF 2016a:3).  

 

Amnesty International  

The first text that I analysed from Amnesty was a report on child recruitment from Yemen. 

The second document discussed how Amnesty should position themselves in the question of 

how child soldiers should be punished. The third text was a document on recommendations 

from Amnesty that child soldiering should be included in International Organization 

Convention and Recommendations regarding interdiction. The two last texts were both 

reports of child soldiering from two different countries, one was from was from the 

Democratic Republic of Congo and the other was from Liberia.   

     Amnesty presents examples that children are abducted and forcefully recruited. However, 

they also describe that some children voluntarily join armed groups and forces. There was one 

example of an interview that exemplifies that some children voluntarily join.  In the interview, 

a girl explains how her brother had been recruited and that many of they recruited boys only 

joined because they wanted to shoot Kalashnikovs and wear military uniforms (Amnesty 

2017a).  

     The relationship between the child soldier and the adult soldier portrayed by Amnesty is 

quite similar as by UNICEF. There is a perpetrator and there is a victim, and the child is 

always the victim. The following citation will give one example of how Amnesty describes 

the relationship between the child soldier and the adult soldier.  “/…/ children have been 

drugged, brutalized or threatened with physical abuse or death if they did not comply with 

orders to commit atrocities. Many of their victims have also been children” (Amnesty 

2000:1). According to amnesty it is the people who recruit the children that should be held 
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responsible for the child’s actions. However, they recognise that sometimes children must be 

held responsible for their actions and realize the fact that many child soldiers commit horrific 

atrocities during conflict. (Amnesty 2000:1f). In the previous citation, the word drug is 

mentioned, this word was frequently applied by Amnesty to explain the terrible acts 

committed by children.  

     “Former child soldiers are to be separated as quickly as possible after registration at 

cantonment sites” (Amnesty 2004b:18). “Child soldiers in Liberia have been responsible for 

gross human rights abuses, including killings, torture, rape and other forms of sexual violence, 

as well as the abduction and forcible recruitment of other children” (Amnesty 2004 b:37).  

     Amnesty describe that child soldiers have special needs and are extra vulnerable and they 

are therefore in need of special care. They emphasise that child soldiers are in need of 

rehabilitation and reintegration instead of punishment. “Child soldiers should be seen 

primarily as victims of conflicts” (Amnesty 2000:18). As mentioned in the theory section the 

concept victim is a social position created through the external world and the texts from 

exemplifies that by placing the child in the category of victim, Amnesty will create a certain 

structure for child soldiers. Which means that the category of victim is produced and 

reproduced through the humanitarian portray of child soldiers. Other words and phrases that 

were frequently used by Amnesty was namely abducted or kidnapped, forced to join and 

becomes subject to sexual exploitation. I am not saying that children are not exposed to these 

actions during conflict, neither that children do not get hurt or experience horrific events.  

However, by using certain words to describe child soldiers the humanitarian discourse 

produces and reproduces a structure of which child soldiers experience. Thereby the words 

and explanations of child soldiers becomes part of shaping the identity since they experience 

the structure in which they live.  

     In one of the texts, Amnesty emphasises how child soldiers are more vulnerable than 

adults, because of higher casualties and because they are sent to more dangerous missions 

(Amnesty 1999:1f). The fact that children are more vulnerable than adults was often 

mentioned by all the humanitarian organisations. “Children continue to be the main victims of 

conflicts” (Amnesty 2004b:1). 

     It seems that Amnesty consider it their mission and other NGO’s mission to end child 

soldiering, as well as to take care of former child soldiers trough rehabilitation and 

reintegration (Amnesty 2004:1ff). By making it Amnesty’s mission to end child soldiering, 

they like the other organisations position child soldiers in a state of dependency by making it 

their mission to help them. I will exemplify this with a statement from the UN Secretary-
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General, “If you do not disarm and reintegrate them into society, if you do not give them 

prospects for making a decent lining, if you do not help them recovery and reconstruction, 

you’re not really going to be able to succeed” (Amnesty 2004b:21). According to the 

statement, child soldiers need help from the international community, through reintegration, 

recovery and reconstruction. 

     During several of the reports different pictures of child soldiers along with displaced 

people were shown. I have chosen to describe one of the picture in the report on child 

soldiering from Liberia. I think that the picture represents the majority of pictures that 

Amnesty have in their documents, it also reflects the portrayal of the child soldiers described 

by Amnesty. In the background of the picture several men are walking in different directions. 

The focus is on one boy that has turned towards the camera. The boy is wearing a t-shirt and 

shorts and he is wearing a white bandana wrapped around his head. He is holding up a gun as 

if he is going to shoot it in air. The way the boy is standing and holding his weapon seems to 

be in a state of pride (Amnesty 2004a: 3). 

     Amnesty place all children under the age of eighteen under the same category of an 

innocent child. “Amnesty International believes that voluntary or compulsory recruitment or 

participation in hostilities, whether by the government or armed opposition groups, ultimately 

jeopardize the physical and mental integrity of anyone below the age of 18 years. It therefore 

actively opposes the voluntary or compulsory recruitment, as well as participation in 

hostilities, of children below 18 years by governments and armed opposition groups” 

(Amnesty 2004b:30).  As presented above Amnesty also explain that child soldiers do commit 

atrocities although they should still be considered victims. An example of a statement from 

the Prosecutor of the special court for Sierra Leone in a school will demonstrate this. “The 

children of Sierra Leone have suffered enough both as victims and perpetrators. I am not 

interested in prosecuting children. I want to prosecute the people who forced thousands of 

children to commit unspeakable crimes” (Amnesty 2004b:38).  

    

International Committee of the Red Cross  

 I have read and analysed five different texts from the ICRC. The first three texts that I read 

discusses child soldiers in general. The fourth text was from as speech performed by the head 

of protection activities at ICRC, and the last text was a report on child soldiering from Kongo-

Kinshasa.  

     The Red Cross differentiated from the other two organisations in the way that they portray 
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child soldiers. They acknowledged several times that children sometimes actively choose to 

join armed groups and forces by their own choice (ICRC 2007; ICRC 2013:3).  

     The most frequently used word/phrase to describe child soldiers by the ICRC was “in need 

of protection”. ICRC, describe that during conflict, children become deprived of their rights, 

the right of a childhood and to fulfil their potential (ICRC 2013:2). Children according to the 

ICRC are the one that are most seriously affected by conflict, they are especially vulnerable 

and they are also in need of special protection (ICRC 1990).  

     As mentioned in analysis of UNICEF and Amnesty, ICRC also sees it as their duty to 

defend international law and thereby protect child soldiers. “The ICRC is the guardian of 

international humanitarian law” (ICRC 2013:5). They also highlight the importance of 

reintegration programmes for the former child soldiers. Although they do not emphasise the 

importance of their own role as much as the other two organisations in the work with child 

soldiers.  

     One consistent idea throughout all of the organisations is that children are more vulnerable 

than adults. Both in the war and they are more likely to be recruited in vulnerable situations. 

They are often referred to as innocent victims (ICRC 1990). “Children are recruited into 

armed forces or armed groups because they are seen as being easily manipulated, not fully 

aware of the dangers involved, and having comparatively underdeveloped notions of right and 

wrong” (ICRC 2013:4). It seems that children are in need of special protection and their 

limited capacity of discernment should be taken into account when deciding their punishment 

(ICRC 1990). “Then they have the right to special protection on account of their particular 

vulnerability” (ICRC 2007a). One of the previous quotes describe that children have 

underdeveloped notions of right and wrong and they are not aware of the dangers involved in 

their actions. Children are considered dangerous in the context of war, since they are not fully 

developed, they are not aware of their actions. “Unable or too fearful to find a way out, these 

children have sometimes become ‘loose cannons’, a danger to themselves and others” (ICRC 

2013:4). This quote shows that children in war are considered dangerous, and sometimes even 

more dangerous than adults. Another quote that demonstrates how child soldiers are 

considered to be dangerous, “children participating in hostilities are a deadly threat, not only 

to themselves, but also the persons whom their impassioned and immature nature may lead 

them to shot” (ICRC 1990). “What is more, they are easily manipulated and encouraged to 

commit grievous acts which they are often unable to comprehend” (ICRC 1998).  
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Child Soldiers Within the Anthropological Discourse  

Alcinda Honwana has conducted fieldwork in Mozambique and Angola. Accordingly, she 

bases her arguments on her study and experiences from the two countries. The same is for 

Mats Utas who has conducted his fieldwork in Liberia, and Susan Shepler who performed her 

fieldwork in Sierra Leone.  

     Honwana acknowledges much of what the humanitarian discourse also states which is that 

many children are coerced into fighting and others may join based on poverty or emergencies 

in their surroundings. She also explains that children are used in the most brutal way during 

war. In Sweet Battlefields, Utas explains that by distancing his research of the stereotypes of 

victim and perpetrator, he does propose that children are not victims of war. He thinks that 

there are more victims during war than in any other circumstance. In Liberia both civilians 

and child soldiers saw themselves as both victims and perpetrators (Utas 2003:8). Honwana 

also argue that child soldiers do not consist of a homogenous group of helpless victims 

(Honwana 2006:3). Utas argue that there is a need to re-operationalize the inimical opposition 

of victim and perpetrator categories as well as the civilian and soldier categories. The reality 

includes a much more complex picture (Utas 2005:55f). “It should thus be highlighted that 

child soldiers are more frequently victims of social and military structures, and 

structural/systematic violence than of direct force” (Utas 2011:218). 

     Honwana argues that children affected by war act by their own agency, created by certain 

experiences and circumstances (Honwana 2006:3f). Children do not have the same strategic 

perspectives that those who started and continues to perpetuate the war in order to validate 

their acts. On the hand, they perform, what Honwana calls ‘tactical agency’. Which implies 

that child soldiers use their own wits to survive and to cope with their circumstances. They 

will negotiate with their captors and commanders and will try and find ways to manage their 

everyday life (Honwana 2006:162).  Both Honwana and Utas argue that child soldiers act out 

of their particular surroundings, both during the war and post-war, to survive, cope and 

improve their lives. In one of the articles Utas described that during his fieldwork he asked 

several former child soldiers to tell their stories. At first, they told him how they had been 

forced to join the rebel groups and they also described how they were forced to kill a person 

close to them. After a few months in Liberia the stories that had first been told began to 
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change and in end none of the former combatants who Utas worked with continued their story 

of forced recruitment (Utas 2011:218). “It is also no surprise that children in front of aid 

donors pretend to be as innocent as possible to get whatever possible advantages in their 

fragile post-combatant lives” (Utas 2011:218).   

     Honwana recognises that children have during the recent decades both been targets and 

perpetrators of violence. She argues that the methods of war have changed and thereby the 

situation has gotten worse for children involved in conflict. The nature of warfare has changed 

and it has gone from war between states to civil wars where the lines between soldier and 

civilians are less clear, and it also involves targeting civilians. Since military technologies in 

war have changed it has led to higher participation of youth and children. The weapons today 

are more easily handled by children because they are light and simple to use (Honwana 

2006:29ff). Still, she clarifies that child soldiers are not a new phenomenon and argue that it is 

rooted in the history of civilisation (Honwana 2006:26f). Honwana recognizes that an analysis 

of child soldiers as a phenomenon needs to be done within the context of the social, economic 

and political context in were the child soldiering is taking place (Honwana 2006:28f).  

     Boys in Mozambique, were encouraged by peer pressure and intimidation to join the 

armed forces. Other reasons for joining could be because in search of protection, access to 

food and/or opportunities for revenge. Honwana describes how the line between forced and 

voluntary recruitment is very vague and it is therefore hard to establish those who were forced 

and those who voluntarily joined (Honwana 2006:38ff). By describing the unclear line 

regarding recruitment, Honwana broadens the narrow way the humanitarian discourse 

portrays the child as victim and adult/recruiter as the perpetrator. She shows the complexity of 

the situation and that it is more difficult than merely pointing out the perpetrator and the 

victim.  

     Most people Honwana spoke with during her fieldwork said that they would rather have 

the international community concentrating on how to stop child recruitment for young 

children instead of focusing on raising the minimum age from fifteen to eighteen (Honwana 

2006:38ff).   

     Honwana describes childhood as a transnational stage which can be describes a state of 

becoming rather than a state of being. In Mozambique and Angola children are seen as strong 

and resilient beings, and they develop in difficult surroundings. Being a child is connected to 

social roles, expectations and responsibilities and it has very little to do with the biological 

age. The quote below demonstrates how emphasis is put on social roles instead of the 
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biological age in Angola. The citation is from an interview with a seventy-five-year-old 

Angolan women (Honwana 2006:45f).  

 

In the past there wasn’t this thing of saying that this person id eighteen years of age or 

ten years of age and, therefore, must do this and that. The elders in the family identified 

the passing of time through the seasons: the time to plant the maize; the time to the 

harvest, etc. and in this way children just grew freely, and parents would know what 

tasks to assign them depending on the way they were growing. Some children grow 

faster than others, both mentally and physically (Honwana 2006:46).  

     Honwana argues that the way to address the issue of child soldiers should lie in reinforcing 

value systems and norms of child protection. It should be based on local and contextual 

worldviews and meaning systems (Honwana 2006:47). According to Shepler, the notion of an 

innocent child makes the reintegration more difficult, because the Sierra Leoneans wanted the 

children to return to their former social position, which is at the bottom of the social 

hierarchy. Many of the former child soldiers in Sierra Leone went home on their own without 

institutional assistance. Shepler argues that in order to understand child soldiers in Sierra 

Leone we need to understand Sierra Leonean concept of childhood and youth. According to 

Shepler’s informants, the disturbing thing about child soldiers is not their loss of innocence 

but the separation from family and training, and thereby the Sierra Leoneans saw it as a loss 

of a generation (Shepler 2014:16f).  

     In addition to include local worldviews and meaning systems in the solution of child 

soldiering, it also needs to be included in the understanding of the violence, the war and the 

use of children in the war (Utas 2003:122ff; Honwana 2006:162ff; Shepler 2014:158fff). 

Shepler discuss how many Sierra Leoneans find that youth and children are better in war than 

old people and that is one of the reason why they were recruited. The reason why they are 

seen as better in war is because they are more easily controlled. On the contrary, children are 

understood as more dangerous than adults and capable of inhuman acts. Child soldiers are 

considered to be between two social positions, in a liminal phase, and that is why they are 

perceived as so dangerous (Shepler 2014:51).  

     According to Shepler the international community has structured the identity for child 

soldiers from the fields of psychology, social welfare and education. During war children 

learn to fight and to survive and their identity is mostly shaped by their belonging faction. 

Usually during their time in the bush, they do not know of the term child soldier. They learn 

the term and learn how to apply it to themselves after they have gone through the different 
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institutions during the transition after fighting (Shepler 2014:6). “‘Child soldier’ is produced 

in practice – partially determined by institutional structures, and partially as a result of 

children’s own strategizing – in various social, historically and geographically situated sites” 

(Shepler 2014:7). As mentioned, Shepler argues that the identity of ‘child soldiers’ is mainly 

created through the institutions that oversee demobilization, psychosocial activities and family 

tracing. 

         

Discussion and Comparison Between the Humanitarian Discourse and the 

Anthropological Discourse 

One of the differences between the two fields is that the anthropological research includes a 

contextual comprehension of childhood and child soldiers during discussion of child soldiers 

(Shepler 2014:16f; Honwana 2006:45f). They include knowledge about the contextual 

understanding of childhood and how that will affect both the child soldier but also why and 

how they are used in the conflict. The humanitarian discourse on the other hand is guided by a 

western understanding of childhood and they address the issue of child soldiers based on the 

western notion and ideas of childhood. They emphasise the importance of reintegration, 

reconciliation, rehabilitation for the children. They have a clear picture of the solution for 

former child soldiers and the same solution is intended for everyone (Amnesty 2004 b:21).  

     I would say that child soldiers do not all have to be victims in the way that the 

humanitarian discourse portrays them. The anthropological discourse shows that children act 

with their own agency and agenda. They act according to their existing structure and make 

tactic choices based out of their existing structure in order to survive. The humanitarian 

organisations all described that children are more vulnerable than adults. They are more 

vulnerable during conflict and they are more likely to be recruited in vulnerable situations. 

They are often referred to as innocent victims (ICRC 1990). In the table the most common 

words to describe child soldiers were abducted, used, kidnapped, forced to join, violations 

against children, sexual violations and in need of protection. These words and phrases portray 

the child only as a victim. Several scholars argue that the way humanitarian discourse portrays 

child soldiers does not always agree with the local understanding, nor does it represent all 

children’s experiences (Deruyn 2015:1; Honwana 2006:4; Shepler 2014:4f; Utas 2003:6f). 

The anthropological discourse in this study show that the way the humanitarian organisations 

portrays child soldiers do not represent the whole reality.The anthropological discourse agree 

that children are more vulnerable and Utas and Honwana do not imply that forced recruitment 
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do not occur. Utas show that children sometimes take advantage of the stereotype of 

“abducted child soldier” in order to gain certain opportunities (Utas 2011:2018). Neither does 

Honwana disclaim that children are used in brutal ways during war, but she explains that the 

line between forced and voluntarily recruitment is very vague which makes it difficult to draw 

a clear line between the two. For example, Honwana describes that boys in Mozambique were 

encouraged to join out of social pressure and intimidation (Honwana 2006:38ff). Both the 

anthropological and humanitarian discourse recognises that child soldiers are forced into 

fighting and that they suffer in a horrendous way during conflict. At the same time the 

anthropological discourse also recognises that children act out of their own agency (Honwana 

2006:3f). Child soldiers will tactically respond to the ideas about childhood and victimhood 

and strengthen those stereotypes for personal gains. The structure of victimhood is created 

and reproduced by the international community, aid workers, journalist, local kin as well as 

other actors (Utas 2011:215). 

     Giddens describe structure as patterns of social relationships. With this in mind, the 

analysis of the relationship between the humanitarian organisations and the child soldiers 

showed that the organisations create a dependency between the child and the organisation. I 

will present three quotes to demonstrate how the organisations create a dependency. “If you 

do not disarm and reintegrate them into society, if you do not give them prospects for making 

a decent lining, if you do not help them recovery and reconstruction, you’re not really going 

to be able to succeed” (Amnesty 2004 b:21). “As long as children are still affected by the 

fighting by the fighting, we cannot give up the fight for the children” (UNICEF 2017b), a 

statement from the UNICEF executive director. “As long as these grave violations continue, 

the international community has not honoured its promise to end, once and for all, the 

recruitment and use of children in armed conflict” (UNICEF 2016a:1). These statements 

exemplify that Amnesty and UNICEF make it their mission to help all children involved in 

conflict and thereby producing a dependency. According to Giddens structure is involved in 

the production of actions. So with this in mind, the structure of dependency between the 

humanitarian organisations and the child soldier would be involved in the production of the 

child’s actions.  

     Another description of social relationships by the humanitarian organisations was the one 

between the child and adult soldier. UNICEF and Amnesty describe this relationship as 

dangerous. It is dangerous for the child and the relationship needs to be resolved as quick as 

possible. I will present two quotes to demonstrate and support this argument. “Former child 

soldiers are to be separated as quickly as possible after registration at cantonment sites” 
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(Amnesty 2004b:18). “Child soldiers in Liberia have been responsible for gross human rights 

abuses, including killings, torture, rape and other forms of sexual violence, as well as the 

abduction and forcible recruitment of other children” (Amnesty 2004 b:37). In addition to 

describing the relationship between the child and adult soldier to be dangerous the 

humanitarian organisations explain the relationship as referring to victim and perpetrator. 

UNICEF is clear that it is the recruiter who is the perpetrator. “Those who recruit are 

perpetrators” (UNICEF 2016a:3). “The children of Sierra Leone have suffered enough both as 

victims and perpetrators. I am not interested in prosecuting children. I want to prosecute the 

people who forced thousands of children to commit unspeakable crimes” (Amnesty 

2004b:38). The table displays that children are described as victims, kidnapped and abducted 

by perpetrators. Utas argues that there is a need to re-operationalize the inimical opposition of 

victim and perpetrator categories because the reality is much more complex than that (Utas 

2005:55f). Other researchers such as Ah-Jung Lee argue that in order to address and 

understand the phenomenon of “child soldiers” we must see beyond the existing view 

portrayed by the humanitarian discourse. The contemporary understanding of child soldiers is 

that all are considered to be victims, which Lee opposes in her study (Lee 2009:32f).  

     By positioning all child soldiers in the same category of innocent victim and by mainly 

referring to them by words and phrases such as abducted, forced to join, used, sexual 

violations, in need of protection and violations against children, the humanitarian discourse 

creates a structure of victimhood. Honwana argue that children affected by war act by their 

own agency, created by certain experiences and circumstances (Honwana 2006:3f). 

     In conclusion, the main results of the analysis show that humanitarian organisations create 

a dependency between the child soldier and the organisations. By portraying them as only 

victims, deprived of their rights, abducted, kidnapped and describing it as their own mission is 

to help these children. The humanitarian organisations were also clear about the distinct line 

between the child and the adult soldier, the child is the victim and the adult/recruiter is the 

perpetrator. The anthropological discourse discusses the difficulties of using victim and 

perpetrator categories. Another difference between the two discourses is that the 

anthropological research describes child soldiers as actors that are able to make tactic choices 

out of their own agenda as well as making decisions for them to survive. The humanitarian 

discourse portrays child soldiers in a very narrow way, they place all child soldiers in the 

same category and the anthropological discourse broadens this portrayal by saying that child 

soldiers act within their structure according to their own agency. Still, both fields 
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acknowledge that children are being used and ill-treated in war (Honwana 2006; Utas 2011; 

Shepler 2014; Utas 2001).  

 

 

Conclusion  

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate how child soldiers are portrayed by the 

humanitarian discourse and how that will produce a certain picture of child soldiers, and then 

compare it with the anthropological explanation of child soldiers. The thesis began with 

asking two questions; How do humanitarian organisations portray child soldiers, are they 

portrayed in one or several ways? How does the humanitarian portrayal of child soldiers fit 

into the anthropological explanations of the phenomenon of child soldiers? To answer the 

questions an analysis on three different humanitarian organisations as well as an analysis on 

three anthropological studies was conducted. The analysis was based on four analytical tools 

namely wording, explanations and descriptions, ethos and pictures. I have applied the tools to 

search for visible patterns of the social relationships between the child soldier and the adult 

soldier, and between the organisation and the child soldier. I have examined words and 

phrases which might produce a certain structure around child soldiers, and thereby affect the 

acting space for the child soldier.  

     The empirical material is divided into three main parts. The first part consists of an 

examination of how the humanitarian discourse portrays child soldiers. The second part 

entails the investigation of how the anthropological discourse explains the phenomena of 

child soldiers. The last part compares the two discourses and discuss the similarities and the 

differences. 

     In the last part of the empirical material my analysis is tied together by summarizing the 

main arguments of the thesis. I argue in line with the anthropological discourse that the 

humanitarian organisations create a dependency between the child soldier and the 

organisations. The humanitarian organisations were clear about the distinct line between the 

child and the adult soldier, the child is the victim and the adult/recruiter is the perpetrator. The 

anthropological discourse explains that the relationship between the child and adult soldier to 

be more complex than the one portrayed by the humanitarian organisations. The analysis 

show that the main difference between the two fields is that the anthropological research also 

includes a description of the child soldier as an independent actor that can make tactic 
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decision based on their own agenda. The humanitarian organisations mainly portray child 

soldiers as a homogenous group of innocent victims. However, the humanitarian discourse 

does acknowledge that some child soldiers are aware of the atrocities they commit and should 

be punished accordingly. Both fields recognize that children are taken advantage of during 

war and are used in a brutal way. 

     The aim of this thesis is not to say that children do not suffer in war, nor does it have the 

intention to criticise all humanitarian work and organisations. The purpose was to create an 

understanding that the portrayal of child soldiers by the humanitarian discourse creates a 

structure for child soldiers and they will act according to that structure. Children suffer in war 

and they experience horrendous incidents. I want to highlight the importance of understanding 

the complex lives of child soldiers rather than only focusing on them as innocent victims.  
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